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ABSTRACT  

In this project, array of water tube is fitted to back of solar panel to reduce its temperature and bring 

temperature to normal operating point. Before this both normal solar model and water-cooling model 

conditions are investigated under normal operating condition. After getting result for various model we 

compared our back water cooling tube array results with the ordinary solar panel. The solar panels with water 

cooling tubes gives much efficiency and power produced by them are good when it is compared the normal 

solar panels. Keeping the solar panel upper surface clean and there should be no dust on it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major renewable sources of energy is the solar energy. In photovoltaic solar technology a panel 

consisting of many solar cells is used.  The photovoltaic process converts sunlight – the most abundant energy 

source on the planet, directly into electricity. The sun emits photons (light), which generate electricity when they 

strike a photovoltaic cell. So in the same way a photovoltaic cell, made from a semi-conducting material, is a 

device that converts light into electricity  

Different techniques have been used to improve the performance of photovoltaic (PV) modules and reduce the  

cost of the systems. Some of these techniques are based on increasing the incoming radiation on the PV cells 

surface to reduce the PV panel area, which can be achieved by using solar concentrators, lenses, and/or using 

solar tracking.  The PV module will give the non-linear power characteristics when there is problem in 

manufacturing times and also when the solar panel reached maximum operating temperature. The objective is  

to improve the efficiency of solar panels by  using  water cooling tubes this also leads to decrease the heat on 

solar panels and also keeping the solar panels clean. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINATION  

The problem associated with the increase in PV cell temperature above the operating limit and reduction in cell 

efficiency and probably cell damage in case of overheating. Therefore, PV cell requires an efficient cooling 

process, especially during hot weather. Excessive heat significantly reduces the overall efficiency of the solar 
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panel. As the temperature increases the voltage output decreases linearly. Hence to counter this problem cooling 

system is placed so as to eliminate excessive heating of the panel. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK TO IMPROVEMENT OF  SOLAR PANELS EFFICIENCY 

The objective is  to improve the efficiency of solar panels by  using  water cooling tubes this also leads to 

decrease the heat on solar panels and also keeping the solar panels clean. 

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM:  

This block diagram shows how to connect the components. Here microcontroller works with supply voltage of 

+5v. Here in the Lcd display, it shows  the temperature on the panel, power getting from panel, voltage stored in 

the battery. When the solar panel gets charging,the voltage is generated and it passed to the voltage circuit. 

Since the voltage circuit is connected to microcontroller having the component ADC (analog to digital 

converter) to see how much voltage getting from solar. Here Boost circuit is to boost or stabilizes the voltage 

and passed it to the storage battery and the components connection shown in below fig3.1 

  Fig[1] shows the connection of components  for efficiency improvement of solar panels  using water cooling 

tubes. 
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 Hardware and Software  Components 

 RENESAS MICROCONTROLLER: It is industrial and general purpose microcontroller which has 128 pins. It 

has  3UART ports. So this microcontroller is capable of handling more functions. 

 L293D MOTOR DRIVER:  The L293D IC receives signals from the microprocessor and transmits the relative 

signal to the motors. It has two voltage pins, one of which is used to draw current for the working of 

the L293D and the other is used to apply voltage to the motors. 

 TEMPERATURE SENSOR: It is a LM35D temperature sensor .The sensor element built into the temperature 

sensor takes the actual measurement and converts the measured temperature into an electrical signal.  

 RELAY: A relay is an electrically operated switch. It can operated with low voltage, relays were used 

extensively in telephone exchanges and for some applications. 

 BATTERY: It is used to store the power and it supply power to the loads. 

 OTHER COMPONENTS: Boost circuit, voltage circuits, LCD display 

Cube suite+ 
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3.2 HARDWARE SETUP 
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                                          Fig 3.2 shows the  module of the solar panel 

1. Battery   2. Voltage divider-1   3.Boost circuit   4. Voltage divider-2    5. L293D driver motor   

6.RenesasMicrocontroller 7. Temperature sensor   8.Relay 9. Solar panel   10. DC motor 
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In 3.2 Fig, here temperature sensor monitor the temperature of the solar panel and when temperature goes 

beyond the operating point the microcontroller sends the signal the relay to pump the water on the back of solar 

panels. This water pumping process will not stop until the solar panel gets normal temperature. The dirt and dust 

on the solar panel gets cleaned by the wipers for every 10 hrs. The dc motor having wipers is attached to the 

L293d Motor driver which drives the movement of dc motor. The power getting from the solar panel is passed 

to battery through the voltage circuits and boost circuits. We can see the how much voltage getting from the 

solar panel and also we can see the power in the battery which is showed in LCD display. The water from Tank-

1 is passed on solar panel to reduce the temperature of system. That warm water is send to Tank-2 and that 

water is passed to Tank-1 in a zigzag manner which reduces the water temperature. 

 

3.3 SOLAR PANEL EFFICIENCY VS TEMPERATURE 

          Solar panel efficiency is a measurement of how much of  the sun’s energy a certain panel can convert into 

usable electricity. This is done by capturing the electric current generated when sun light having photons interact 

with silicon crystalline or thin film cells inside a solar panel. These solar cells are tightly packed alongside each 

other inside glass rectangles designed to attract sun light. Then the energy is converted, sends to circuit breaker 

box and distributed to the loads. 

Generally, the solar panel converts approximately 21% of the available energy in to electrical power. This may 

not good sound, but it is much better. The solar panel gives maximum power at which their maximum operating 

point reaches. If the sun produces 100% energy, solar systems are able to process 9-11% of the sun’s energy in 

to usable power when the system got overheated for some time. In this cases, by using cooling tubes and 

pumping the water on the back of solar panels can bring down or reduces the temperature to normal operating 

point. This process can improve the efficiency by 10-12% .This process leads to results in giving more power 

production and it maintains the health of solar system good and this extend the life span of solar panel of 15-20 

years more. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION: 

Water cooling of solar  panels can improve the efficiency, photovoltaic energy conversion and power production 

of the panels is increasing by decreasing temperature and operated at its below operating temperature, this leads 

to increase the life cycle of solar panels. The  major advantages of this technique are: 

1)   By passing water on the solar panels, it increases cooling efficiency. 

 2)  Maintaining the PV module upper surface free of dust due to continuous water flow. 

 3)  This technique is simple and low cost. 
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